Health and Physical Education
Teacher:

Mr Berry

Focus:

Fitness Studies

Lesson 1:

Definition of Physical Fitness and Components of Fitness

Instructions:

Read Introduction

Physical fitness is an important aspect of a healthy lifestyle. There are different types of physical
fitness, that can contribute to performance and overall health through appropriate training.
This chapter discusses ways of developing and measuring physical fitness.

Physical fitness
Physical fitness is the ability to perform moderate to vigorous physical
activity on a regular basis. This level of fitness requires an understanding of the
different components of physical fitness and an awareness of the relationship
between training and performance.

Definitions of physical fitness
Physical fitness refers to health-related and skill-related components of
fitness, which impact on the ability to perform physical activity on a regular
basis.
Health-related physical fitness describes the components of fitness
that keep you healthy, including cardiovascular fitness, strength, muscular
endurance, flexibility and body composition.
Skill-related physical fitness
describes the components of fitness that require certain skills like agility,
balance, coordination, power, reaction time and speed.

Health-related physical fitness
There are five components of health-related physical fitness:
Cardiovascular fitness is sometimes referred to as aerobic fitness and
is the ability of the heart, lungs and blood vessels to supply oxygen to
the muscles during prolonged physical activity of moderate to vigorous
intensity.
Strength is the maximum amount of force a muscle or muscle group can
produce in a short period of time.
Muscular endurance is the ability to exert force several times while
resisting fatigue.
Flexibility is the ability to move a joint through its complete range of
movement and the degree of flexibility is specific to each joint.
Body composition is a measure of the proportionate relationship of body
tissues, including muscle, bone and fat. In terms of fitness, it refers to the
percentage of body weight that is made up of body fat.
Skill-related physical fitness
There are six components of skill-related physical fitness:
Agility is the ability to change the direction of the body or body parts
quickly and with control.
Balance is the ability to keep the body upright or in position while static
or moving.
Coordination is the ability to move different parts of the body together at
the same time.
Power is the ability to use strength with speed, or the maximum force
exerted in the shortest time possible.
Reaction time is the amount of time it takes to respond to stimulus.
Speed is the ability to perform movement quickly.

Task 1
List and Describe the five components of fitness

MATCHING: Match the activity below with the Component of Physical Fitness from above Then tell us WHY you
made that decision Activity: Fitness Component WHY? The mile run activity is done for you as an example.
Bicycling Weight

Lifting

Pilates

Counting Calories

Plank exercises

Mile Run

Push-Ups

Swimming

Yoga

Jump Rope

Pull-Ups

Nutrition

Dynamic Stretching

Cardio

Gets heart rate up for long time

Now it’s your turn: Choose 3 physical activities that you do outside of school that would fall under one of the 5
components of Fitness. List the activity, the component of fitness and why you believe it falls under that component.
Your activity may incorporate more than one component each.

Activity

Fitness Component

Why
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Lesson 2:

Benefits of Physical Fitness

Instructions:

Read intro and complete task question.

The benefits of physical fitness
There are many benefits of regular physical activity
on health and wellbeing. The benefits of physical fitness include the same
physical, mental and social benefits listed with
specific potential benefits depending of the type of physical fitness training.
The benefits of physical fitness can include:
improved cardiovascular endurance
increased strength
increased flexibility
improved muscular endurance
decreased body fat
increased lean muscle mass
increased power
increased balance
improved agility
increased speed
improved coordination
improved reaction time.
The benefits received from physical fitness will vary from person to person depending on the type and level of
training in which they are involved.

Task: What are the benefits of Physical Activity and Health: Please list and summarise using the explanations
below this table:
Reduced Risk of Diseases
Improved Bone Health
Heart Health
Posture
Functional Strength
Independence in old age
Brain function and Mental
Health

Physical activity and health
The benefits of regular physical activity are wide-ranging.
Someone undertaking regular physical activity will benefit
from an improved level of fitness and find it easier to
maintain a healthy weight. In addition their health will
benefit as regular physical activity has a number of key
health benefits including:
Reduced risk of certain diseases: people undertaking
regular physical activity have a reduced risk of developing
diseases including cancers, heart disease and diabetes.
Improved bone health: regular physical activity helps
people build and maintain a healthy skeleton.
Heart health: physical activity places an increased
demand upon the heart which makes it stronger, larger
and more efficient.
Posture: the strengthening of the core muscles and key
stabilising muscles means that people who take part in
physical activity are likely to have a better posture than their
inactive peers. The likelihood of improved posture increases
further amongst those who follow a balanced resistance
training programme.
Functional strength: regular physical activity helps people
to maintain their functional strength making everyday
activities easier.
Independence in old age: the fitter a person is the more
likely they are to maintain their fitness throughout their
senior years.
Brain function and mental health: regular physical activity
has been shown to result in improved brain and nervous
system function, better mental health, an improved ability
to cope with stress and a lower risk of suffering from
depression or anxiety disorder. Physical activity also helps
prevent the development of dementia and Alzheimer’s
disease in old age.
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Lesson 3:

Practical lesson on maintaining health and fitness

Instructions:

Read intro and complete task question and poster.

5 Things to do Daily to keep your Heart Healthy

You know that exercise and a good diet can keep your heart healthy. But what else can you do to keep your ticker
going strong? Here are five key things you need to do every day to help your heart work most efficiently. Incorporate
these habits into your lifestyle and your heart health will be the best it can be for you.
1. Eat healthy fats, NOT trans fats
We need fats in our diet, including saturated and polyunsaturated and unsaturated fats. One fat we don’t need
is trans fat, which is known to increase your risk of developing heart disease or having a stroke over a lifetime. This is
because trans fat clogs your arteries by raising your bad cholesterol levels (LDL) and lowering your good cholesterol
levels (HDL). By cutting them from your diet, you improve the blood flow throughout your body. So, what are trans
fats? They are industry-produced fats often used in packaged baked goods, snack foods, margarines and fried fast
foods to add flavor and texture.
Tip: Read the labels on all foods. Trans fat appears on the ingredients list as partially hydrogenated oils. Look for 0
percent trans fat. Make it a point to avoid eating foods with trans fat.
RELATED: Trans Fats, Not Saturated Fats, Link to Health Risks
2. Practice good dental hygiene, especially flossing your teeth daily
Dental health is a good indication of overall health, including your heart, because those who have periodontal (gum)
disease often have the same risk factors for heart disease. Studies continue on this issue, but many have shown that
bacteria in the mouth involved in the development of gum disease can move into the bloodstream and cause an
elevation in C-reactive protein, a marker for inflammation in the blood vessels. These changes may in turn, increase
your risk of heart disease and stroke.
Tip: Floss and brush your teeth daily to ward off gum disease. It’s more than cavities you may have to deal with if you
are fighting gum disease.
RELATED: Could You Be Ruining Your Teeth With These 5 Bad Habits?
3. Get enough sleep

Sleep is an essential part of keeping your heart healthy. If you don’t sleep enough, you may be at a higher risk for
cardiovascular disease no matter your age or other health habits. One study looking at 3,000 adults over the age of
45 found that those who slept fewer than six hours per night were about twice as likely to have a stroke or heart
attack as people who slept six to eight hours per night. Researchers believe sleeping too little causes disruptions in
underlying health conditions and biological processes, including blood pressure and inflammation.
Tip: Make sleep a priority. Get 7 to 8 hours of sleep most nights. If you have sleep apnea, you should be treated as
this condition is linked to heart disease and arrhythmias.
RELATED: Do You Snore? How Sleep Apnea Can Hurt Your Heart
4. Don’t sit for too long at one time
In recent years, research has suggested that staying seated for long periods of time is bad for your healthno matter
how much exercise you do. This is bad news for the many people who sit at sedentary jobs all day. When looking at
the combined results of several observational studies that included nearly 800,000 people, researchers found that in
those who sat the most, there was an associated 147 percent increase in cardiovascular events and a 90 percent
increase in death caused by these events. In addition, sitting for long periods of time (especially when traveling)
increases your risk of deep vein thrombosis (a blood clot).
Tip: Exerts say it’s important to move throughout the day. Park farther away from the office, take a few shorter
walks throughout the day and/or use a standing work station so you can move up and down. And remember to
exercise on most days.
RELATED: Can Sitting Too Much Cause Your Heart Attack?
5. Avoid secondhand smoke like the plague
Studies show that the risk of developing heart disease is about 25 to 30 percent higher for people who are exposed
to secondhand smoke at home or work. According to the Heart Association, exposure to tobacco smoke contributes
to about 34,000 premature heart disease deaths and 7,300 lung cancer deaths each year. And nonsmokers who have
high blood pressure or high blood cholesterol have an even greater risk of developing heart disease when they’re
exposed to secondhand smoke. This is because the chemicals emitted from cigarette smoke promote the
development of plaque buildup in the arteries.
Tip: Be firm with smokers that you do not want to be around environmental smoke—and keep children away from
secondhand smoke.
Follow these five tips and you’ll be doing your heart a favor. You’ll feel better and be able to stay active with a
heart-healthy lifestyle.

Health-Related Physical Fitness
5 Things For Better Heart Health
Based on the article, state one thing about each category:

1. Eat healthy fats:

2. Practice good dental hygiene:

3. Get enough sleep:
4. Don’t sit for too long at one time:

5. Avoid secondhand smoke:

HEALTH EDUCATION
CREATE A POSTER
HEART HEALTH POSTER

DRAW A POSTER OR C
 REATE ONE ON THE COMPUTER
For this assignment, you will be making a HEART HEALTH POSTER, promoting someone to practice healthy heart
habits. Remember, it is very important for people to keep their heart as healthy as possible.
In the poster, you should have:
● A Heart
● A Person
A phrase promoting Heart Health

●

In the poster, you could have:
●
●

A symbol for an ambulance
● A Stethoscope
Heart healthy foods or activities
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Lesson 4:

Practical lesson on maintaining health and fitness

Instructions:

Answer Questions related to You Tube Video
HEALTH-RELATED PHYSICAL FITNESS
Health-Related Physical Fitness
Video Response: Exercise vs Physical Activity
Based on the video, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sorrj3d_paU
Answer the questions below.

1. ACCORDING TO THE VIDEO, WHAT IS PHYSICAL ACTIVITY?

2. ACCORDING TO THE VIDEO, WHAT IS EXERCISE?

3. ACCORDING TO THE VIDEO, THOSE WHO EXERCISE:
(Write two)

Health-Related Physical Fitness
PICTURE YOUR ACTIVITY
What is your favorite activity or event that you like to participate in?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
In the box below, put a picture of your favorite activity: (copy and paste from a website source/google search.

Why do you like this activity?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

What body movements, body motion, or physical skills do you need to play this activity?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Find a video on YouTube of your activity. Write down the link/name of video: (optional)
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Lesson 5:

Practical lesson on maintaining health and fitness

Instructions:
filling in chart

Complete exercise chart using you tube or google or alternatively answers are below to assist with

Task 1:

EXERCISE LIST
(USE PROVIDED FILLED FITNESS CHART TO COMPLETE BELOW WHICH HAS ANSWERS)

In this task, we are going to be learning about various types of exercises and the weights that you can use to perform
these exercises. We will be filling out a chart stating; the muscle being worked, the exercise being performed, and
the weight that is being used. Before we begin, let’s identify the weights in the images: Use a google search to find
the types of exercise equipment below.

EXERCISE LIST
Choose exercises from the charts below. Use exercises, that a person could use, to train for the physical activity you
have chosen.
PICTURE

MUSCLE

EXERCISE

WEIGHT USED

PICTURE

MUSCLE

EXERCISE

WEIGHT USED

PICTURE

MUSCLE

EXERCISE

WEIGHT USED

PICTURE

MUSCLE

EXERCISE

WEIGHT USED

PICTURE

MUSCLE

EXERCISE

WEIGHT USED

PICTURE

MUSCLE

EXERCISE

WEIGHT USED

Task 2: Health-Related Physical Fitness
FITNESS PLAN PROJECT
Using the chart below, create a fitness plan. Choose exercises that would help someone train for the event or activity
that you have chosen. The event or activity is in the picture you have chosen.
What activity or event are you training for?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
MUSCLE

AREA OF BODY
UPPER
BODY
UPPER
BODY
UPPER
BODY
UPPER
BODY
UPPER
BODY
UPPER
BODY
UPPER
BODY
UPPER
BODY

Name of
Exercise #1

Type of
Weight Used

Name of
Exercise #2

Type of
Weight Used

LOWE
R
BODY
LOWE
R
BODY
LOWE
R
BODY
LOWE
R
BODY
LOWE
R
BODY
LOWE
R
BODY
LOWE
R
BODY
LOWE
R
BODY

How does this exercise plan help you perform your activity or event better?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

EXERCISE LIST ANSWERS
Choose exercises from the charts below. Write them into your Fitness Plan Project. Use exercises, that a person
could use, to train for the physical activity you have chosen.
PICTURE

MUSCLE
CHEST/
PECTORALS

EXERCISE
FLAT
CHEST PRESS

WEIGHT USED
BARBELL

UPPER CHEST/
PECTORALS

INCLINE
CHEST PRESS

BARBELL

CHEST/
PECTORALS

CHEST FLY

DUMBBELL

LOWER CHEST/
PECTORALS

DECLINE
CHEST PRESS

DUMBBELL

CHEST/
PECTORALS

PUSH UP

BODY
WEIGHT

UPPER CHEST/
PECTORALS

PICTURE

MUSCLE
BACK

INCLINE
PUSH UP

BODY
WEIGHT

EXERCISE
DUMBBELL
ROW

WEIGHT USED
DUMBBELL

BACK
RHOMBOIDS

BARBELL
ROW

BARBELL

ERECTOR SPINAE

DEADLIFT

BARBELL

LATS

PULL-UP

BODY
WEIGHT

RHOMBOIDS

PICTURE

BACK

ROW

MACHINE

LATS

PULL-DOWN

MACHINE

MUSCLE
SHOULDERS

EXERCISE
PRESS

WEIGHT USED
DUMBBELL

SHOULDERS

PRESS

BARBELL

SHOULDERS

RAISE

DUMBBELL

PICTURE

SHOULDERS

LATERALL
RAISE

DUMBBELL

SHOULDERS

UPRIGHT
ROW

MACHINE

SHOULDERS

SHRUGS

DUMBBELL

MUSCLE
ABS

EXERCISE
CRUNCH

WEIGHT USED
MACHINE

ABS

AB ROLLER

BODY WEIGHT

PICTURE

ABS

AIR BIKE

BODY
WEIGHT

ABS

SIT UP

DUMBBELL

ABS

SIDE
BEND

DUMBBELL

ABS

LEG RAISE

BODY
WEIGHT

MUSCLE
BICEPS

EXERCISE
STANDING
CURLS

WEIGHT USED
BARBELL

BICEPS

CONCENTRATION
CURLS

DUMBBELL

PICTURE

BICEPS

SEATED CURLS

MACHINE

TRICEPS

BENCH DIPS

BODY
WEIGHT

TRICEPS

TRICEP
EXTENSION

DUMBBELL

TRICEPS

CLOSE
GRIP
TRICEP
EXTENSION

BARBELL

MUSCLE
QUADS

EXERCISE
STANDING
CURLS

WEIGHT USED
MACHINE

Guided answer examples for Task 2:

HAMSTRING

LYING
LEG
CURL

MACHINE

CALF

CALF RAISES

MACHINE

LOWER BODY
MUSCLES: QUADS,
HAMSTRING, CALF

SQUATS

BARBELL

LOWER BODY
MUSCLES: QUADS,
HAMSTRING, CALF

LUNGE

DUMBBELL

LOWER BODY
MUSCLES: QUADS,
HAMSTRING, CALF

LEG
PRESS

MACHINE

NAME____________________________

DATE__________________

FITNESS PLAN PROJECT (EXAMPLE)
Using the chart below, create a fitness plan. Choose exercises that would help someone train for the event or activity
that you have chosen. The event or activity is in the picture you have chosen.
MUSCLE

AREA OF BODY

Name of
Exercise #1

ABDOMINAL
S

UPPE
R
BODY

LOWE
R
BODY

SIT-UPS BODY

BICEPS

UPPE
R
BODY
UPPE
R
BODY

LOWE
R
BODY
LOWE
R
BODY

BICEP CURL

CALF
RAISE

UPPE
R
BODY
UPPE
R
BODY
UPPE
R
BODY
UPPE
R
BODY
UPPE
R
BODY

LOWE
R
BODY
LOWE
R
BODY
LOWE
R
BODY
LOWE
R
BODY
LOWE
R
BODY

CALF

Type of
Weight
Used

Name of
Exercise #2

Type of
Weight Used

CRUNCHE
S

CRUNCH
MACHINE

BARBELL

REVERSE
PULL-UP

BODY
WEIGHT

BODY
WEIGHT

LUNGES

DUMBELL
S

WEIGHT
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Lesson 6:

Practical lesson on maintaining health and fitness

Instructions:

Complete questions based on you tube video link provided.

Health-Related Physical Fitness
Video Response: Benefits of Exercise
Based on the videos, answer the questions below.

1. According to the video; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KRCGNM9hhxU
What are the benefits of anaerobic exercise?

2. According to the video; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tNpgHMCkxKE what are the benefits of
aerobic exercise?

3. According to the video; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kSBoRey1MF8 what are the benefits of
stretching exercise?

Label the Images!
For each picture, label if the picture is; aerobic, anaerobic or stretching.
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Lesson 7:

Practical lesson on maintaining health and fitness

Instructions:

Complete REVIEWING FACTS AND VOCABULARY
Complete THINKING CRITICALLY AND AFTER YOU READ ANSWER
QUESTIONS

ON A SEPARATE PIECE OF PAPER
REVIEWING FACTS AND VOCABULARY
THINKING CRITICALLY AND AFTER YOU READ
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Lesson 8:

Practical lesson on maintaining health and fitness

Instructions:

Muscular System reviewing facts and vocabulary

Complete REVIEWING FACTS AND VOCABULARY
Complete THINKING CRITICALLY AND AFTER YOU READ ANSWER
QUESTIONS

Health and Physical Education
Teacher:

Mr Berry

Focus:

Fitness Studies

Lesson 9-10:

Practical lesson on maintaining health and fitness

Instructions:

Managing Stress

ON A SEPARATE PIECE OF PAPER
Complete REVIEWING FACTS AND VOCABULARY

